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Although Taboo consists of a whopping 340 plus
Taboo
pages (not including end notes), its thesis is simple and
altogether unoriginal: “[blacks] dominate certain athletic
If one were to follow women’s professional tennis events because they have innate skills peculiar to that
over the past year or two, without any sense of the sport’s
sport and that social and cultural factors exaggerate these
history, one could easily conclude that Venus and Ser- crucial differences” (pp.vii). Entine argues that blacks
ena Williams, two African-American teenagers formerly
of West African descent–a group which includes African
of Compton, CA, were dominating the sport. Although Americans–have a greater jumping and running capacity
they did not come up through the junior circuit (as did than their non-African counterparts, making them more
most of their peers),and although they received uncon- likely to excel in the three sporting events of basketball,
ventional training from their father, Richard, for much of football and sprinting. He points out that male black
their short professional careers, the sisters have achieved East Africans, particularly Kenyans, hold the majority of
unparalleled success in the sport: in 1999, Serena won the world running records in long-distance events. Again, he
U.S. Open championship, and in 2000 Venus won both the attributes their success to “bio-cultural” factors whereby
Wimbledon and U.S. Open finals. Yet, aside from these “cultural conditions exaggerate the small but meaningful
two women, and newcomer Alexandra Stevenson (who is differences that led to the athletic edge” (pp. 279). This
half-black and half-white, but considers herself “white”), thesis begins to unravel when we consider that there are
tennis is overwhelmingly and pristinely white, from the a host of other sports that require speed, jumping and enplayers, to the coaches, down to the commentators.
durance (volleyball, gymnastics, and, yes, tennis, to name
This myopic view prevails among most sports ob- only a few), which are dominated by white athletes in this
servers, as well as many professional sports journal- country. Entine also ignores the fact that black Africans
ists, like Jon Entine, author of the controversial book, do not overwhelmingly excel in basketball, which is a soTaboo: Why Black Athletes Dominate Sports and Why called “black” sport.
We’re Afraid to Talk About It. Looking solely at (recent)
But we might never mind these details. Entine has
winners (e.g., Venus and Serena Williams) and not at the a point to prove, and no counter-argument–however
overarching social structure (e.g., the lily-white tennis large or significant–will detract him. Unfortunately, the
establishment) that manages to filter out a great num- book’s structure also does not live up to the weight of its
ber of minority participants, Entine and others mistake subject matter: for instance, Tabooalso includes a sweepVenus and Serena’s dominance, or wins, as a symbol of ing history of race and eugenics, bashes the so-called
power and authority. This uncontested notion of black East German “Sports Machine,” and providing a histor“dominance” obscures several realities about black par- ical overview of African-American men in sports histicipation in sports. While Venus and Serena may rent tory for those readers who have not read Arthur Ashe’s
the house, they surely don’t own it. Ultimately, the en- more nuanced three-volume set, A Hard Road toGlory.
tire debate points to a fear and paranoia about race in a Entine neglects to comment on this material. Consebroader context, outside of athletics.
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